
We were so fortunate to receive an amazing amount of 
donations from clients and drug companies. As you can see 
by the smiles on our faces we appreciated them very much.

We are very grateful also to our client, Shani Duff, who is a 
pilot for Thomas Cook and managed to get our luggage 
allowance waived - enabling us to take well over what would 
normally have been allowed.

A 6 hour flight, a hairy encounter at customs on arrival, and an 
hour’s drive later - with 150kg of luggage, we made it to  Derek 
Knottenbelt Hospital in Makasutu. We felt very proud then to 
be able to hand deliver all the very generous donations from 
our clients and various drug companies.

Our first task was to fix little Jiko (see pictures below).  She had 
been missing from her owner for 3 weeks in the bush before 
reappearing with multiple fractures to her right metatarsus. 
She was anesthetised and we removed loose fragments of 
bone. The Gambia Horse and Donkey Trust (GHDT) are very 
lucky to have an x-ray machine (the only animal x-ray facility in 
The Gambia!) which was invaluable in this case.
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Over the week we carried out numerous castrations… 13 
to be exact! (3 horses, 9 donkeys and a goat). All donkey 
castrations were performed under general anaesthetic to 
enable the correct method of tying off the vessels when 
you emasculate. Castration will allow better 
management of the permanent residents at the hospital, 
allowing group turnout and a better quality of life. It also 
prevents unnecessary breeding amongst ‘street donkeys’ 
that are privately owned - as many roam freely.

An important part of our trip was to share our knowledge 
and practical skills not only with the staff working at The 
Gambia Horse and Donkey Trust but also college and 
university students studying in The Gambia. The topic of 
wound care and management seemed an appropriate 
subject to fit in with the students’ studies, along with the 
importance of castrating and a few practical workshops 
too.

The Animal Advocates, a group of students, joined in the 
workshop sessions. They are very passionate about 
animal welfare and spend a great deal of their spare time 
trying to improve the working conditions for the donkeys. 
It was very refreshing to have such enthusiastic students 
who wanted to learn and broaden their knowledge.

Overall, the visit to The Gambia Horse and Donkey Trust 
was very educational for us all. It took us out of the 
comfortable environment that we are so used to working 
in and gave us a much needed sense of perspective 
about how other nations have to deal with veterinary 
care. 

DONATIONS

We would like to say a HUGE thank you to everyone 
who donated items for us to take to The Gambia Horse 
and Donkey Trust. Everything you donated has been 
passed on and will be of valuable use to the staff of 
The GHDT and most importantly the horses and 
donkeys treated at their clinic. Our thank you list is too 
long to fit on here(!), however, we would like say 
particular thanks to Millpledge UK, Kruuse UK, MSD, 
Boehringer. Not forgetting Shani Duff and Thomas 
Cook, without who, we wouldn’t have been able to take 
everything to The GHDT!

THE TEAM AT THE GHDT
THE GHDT TEAM!


